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Mechanism of Glomerulonephritis
Ab

ANTIGEN+ANTIBODY COMPLEXES which
form in the bloodstream, then somehow
esape the reticuloendothelial system which
normally clears them and then become
Ag
embedded in the matrix because they are
too large to pass through it
AUTO-ANTIBODIES to a structural
antigen which already exists in the GBM
eg. Goodpasture’s antigen which is the
alpha-3 chain of type IV collagen
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DEPOSITED EXTRINSIC ANTIGENS
of whatever sort, which are too large to
get through the GBM, end up getting
lodged in there and then the antibodies
which circulate in the bloodstream find
these antigens and attach to them.
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The charge and size of the antigen or antigen+antibody (Ag+Ab) complex determines where it gets lodged.
The site where it lodges determines much of the glomerular response.
Cationic antigens or Ag+Ab complexes Subendothelial (urine-side) deposition = complement activation, as described below.
Large Anionic / neutral Ag’s or complexes  Subepithelial = basement membrane thickening will be the dominant feature
Small Anionic / neutral Ag’s or complexes  Mesangial deposition = mesangioproliferative response.

Interesting side note: its not all about antibodies. Cellular immunity also
plays some role. Apparently chickens who have had bursectomies (and thus
are unable to mount an antibody response) will still develop proliferative
GN when immunised with GBM proteins. In humans, some GN can be
managed effectively with cyclosporin, which is a T-cell cytotoxin. So
T-cells play some role, but its not clear what exactly they do.

Activation of resident
cells in the glomerulus

Deposition of Mesangial Matrix and
Thickening of the glomerular
basement membrane
THUS: loss of charge + shape barrier

Ultimate Outcome:
Antigen + Antibody
Complexes somewhere
in the GBM

ACTIVATION OF
COMPLEMENT
by the Ag-Ab complexes

CHEMOTAXIS OF
MONOCYTES

TUBULAR DAMAGE:

Proteins and
RBCs slip through
NORMALLY:
and travel down
Some proteins slip through the GBM
the tubule
Eg. low mol. weight proteins with neutral charge
The low molecular weight proteins are usually
reabsorbed by the proximal tubule
In Membranous Glomerulonephritis:
The poor tubule tries to reabsorb (pinocytose)
the extra protein out of the urine and is thus
overloaded with it
(vis. histological finding: “vacuolisation” of the tubule)
THIS MUCH PROTEIN IS TOXIC:
- Toxic on its own eg. heme
- The act of pumping it depletes ATP
- THUS the tubules atrophy and die
 then release cytokines
thus attract FIBROBLASTS
 FIBROSIS of the tubule; thus excess
proteinuria will render your tubules inoperable!

